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ABSTRACT

This market study deals with fruit juices in France.

The aim is to give the readers a clear view of the 2001

fruit juice market in France along with .an historical
appraisal of this market. This sector is not only an
important market but also an interesting one.
The market is divided into: pure fruit and vegetable

juices made from squeezed juices, fruit juices and

vegetables made from concentrate with water additive and

containing more than 80% of juice. The second segmentation
is as followed: pure fresh fruit juices, pure fruit

juices, and juice; made from concentrate (this segment is
called ABC due to the French "A base de concentre"). The

refreshing beverages without alcohol segment is a growing
sector with an augmentation of 3.3% in,2000. The

consumption.of fruit juices represents 7.2 billions French
francs in 2000. Sales account for 6.7 millions hectoliters

in 2000. The fruit juices' sales and vegetables were in

2000 the highest of the decade. Newcomers such as Andros
entered the sector with totally new products, which
follows the French trends (i.e., snacking products or

individual portions). It is also important to note that

even though supermarkets' brands own more than 50% of the
fruit juice market, the two market leaders are CSR Pampryl

111

(the main shareholder is the . Pernod, Ricard Group)' and

,

Tropicana France (Tropicana.Product Inc.). A few
companies, with more than 20 employees rule the market.
There are two distribution channels: the wholesale and the

consumption outside houses (restaurants, hotels, cafes and
publics and privates collectives).
This market study will provide the readers more

details and a better understanding of the fruit juices
market in France. This market is facing its coming

maturity, it is a highly fragmented market with many
small-sized competitors, and players have small market

shares. The major conclusion of this study is that

companies will soon see their market shares decrease as
the size of the market will decrease. The main

recommendation to marketing executives of existing

companies would be to follow the Danao idea. The huge
impact of the launch of Danao by Danone on the fruit juice
market shows that the market is responsive, and that any
other well conducted launches will show the same kinds of

results. As a result,'existing companies operating in the

segment must find product developments that would suit the
market's demands in order to see their market shares
maintained or in the best case increased.
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CHAPTER ONE

BACKGROUND

Introduction

The aim of Chapter One is to define briefly the

project. The context, the significance and the scope of^
the project, and limitations are developed in this

chapter. Then, useful definitions of terms for the project
are presented. The organization of the thesis is explained
to give the reader an idea of how the project is
constructed. The end of the chapter highlights the

development of the project, the resources and content
validation and the population served.

Purpose of the Project

The purpose of this project is to offer a market

study of the fruit. juices market in France. The author is
aiming at proposing not only a comprehensive analysis of
the fruit juices market in France, but also a set of
recommendations that could be used by managers of fruit

juices companies in sustaining a mature market.

Scope of the Project

The author decided on this subject because the fruit

juice market is a very interesting market. It belongs to
the refreshing beverages without alcohol, which is the

most important within the liquids segment after the wine

segment and the alcoholic drinks (not including beers and
ciders). 92.2% of the French population is consuming fruit

juices on a regular basis, which totally reveals that
fruit juices have an important place in the French eating
habits (LSA, 2001b). Also, the fruit juice segment is now

becoming a saturated market, which can be revitalized by
new products and strategies.

Significance of the Project
The study was complete to inform the readers of the

actual state of the fruit juices market in France in 2001.
It sought to assess the market situation for the fruit
juice market and to provide insights for marketing these
products in France. Marketing executives of existing

companies in the fruit juice market are the main target
readers. In fact, recommendations are initiatives that the

author would have applied if being in a manager's

position. However, this project can also be used to
discover the fruit juice market but also to find the

insights of the market meaning that companies can use the
conclusion,and recommendations as a new strategy start in

this industry. The project might also have a particular

significance for non-French readers and.non-French

companiesV which could

potential new entrants, as they

will haye. a ,dear overyiew of the actual fruit .juices ir
/market in .FrahceV

,.

.

Limitations

The, raain 'iimitation .of this^®^

running time

is the

Iri: fact, in,, marketing^ actualizations .are

heeded every quarter for .sales,.. eohs.umptidh, market shares
and so on. However,. other limitationa ar.e,. noted below:

^ 1'.- ; Most tables.. and .figures dated of 2:0.01 are of

\ . course evaluation rnade from the; l®/,iquarter : of . -

/;20di;/,/■■■

\
2..

i

" , The namd fruit ju
. : fruit^^

:

taken for ; the name

yegetable., fruit, juices . 3o, 'most o:f, : :

the time vegetable and .fruit juices .canhpt'be . .
:

t. . . diffoxentiated. ■

3. ; 'Often sQurc

v

'

' '. >

do not show compatible data, which

is mainly due to different Segmentatipn. In.: : .

response,, only relevant, and compatible data were,
' .' ■.used.

4

...'P

y -/

'

. A .fruit; juice, made by French producers does notv'

Z: !;

mean ..that jits origin is Fran;ce...; 'Fre:hch; producers
. can use. imported concentrate..to make fruits .

. :

juices;-lS:ehand, -200il);- .: ;;-

:■ .v-:; ; ' /

.

•.

5,

Few comparisons could be done because sdme

\

companies are operating in the, fruit, juicessegment but are also selling product withih the
other segments that constitute the refreshing

beverdges , without alcohol segment. For example,

CSR Pampryl Orangina is both selling Orangina ,
range of products, which belongs to the BRSA
segment fruit-based sparkling drinks and also to
. the fruit juices segment with the Pampryl range

of products

The same explanation is,, of course,

valid concerning the number of employees.

Definition of Terms

The. following; definitions are used inythe repdrt. :
•

Refreshing beverages:

The segment of the. refreshing beverages .without,
alcohol is mentioned during the case by the BRSA

name. The refreshing beverages without alcohol
, includes sodas and sparkling beverages, fruit
based drinks, syrup and concentrate, all waters,
„■

all flavored milks, and fruit and vegetable

A \j.,uide.S';.

v'. ' . .

7;. ■ .

. Supermarkets-:

- vt:' r

Supermarkets are markets with a siurfaee trom 500

m' to. 2500 m^ .(see Appendix. A, Table. Al,^ for more

- . Hypermarkets:
Hypermarkets are markets with a surface superior

to .2500- m^'(see Appendix A, ,Table Al, for more

Organization of the Project
Four chapters form the project. The first chapter
covers the purpose of the study and establishes the

general direction for the study. The second chapter
introduces the market segmentation of the fruit juice .
market and the historical review. The author found it wise

to introduce the,segmentation in Chapter Two since

segmentation is the basis of any market study. It needed
to be given in the first chapter starting the project, ^
which is chapter two. The historical review is only a

j .

gathering of past results; it will be used to: trace trends
by comparing the old and the latest figures. In brief,
chapter two is the basis of chapter three

The third

chapter reveals the situation analysis with detailed
analysis of customers, competitor, market and the

.
;

environment. Chapter Three;.also shows the. strategic

.

issues, . .especiallY . the opportunities, threats, trends and

strategic uncertairities of the fruit juice market. The
fourth chapter is:the one in which conclusions and
recommendations of the project are giveh.. The ..
recommendations are mainly for managerial use,. The .

Appendices for the project consist of: Appendix A

Hypermarkets and Supermarkets; Appendix B Historical

Appraisal; Appendix C. Consumers:Analysis; Appendix D
Competitor Anaiysis; Appendix E Market Analysis; Appendix
F Environmental Analysis. The last part of the project is.
the references list.

Methodology

. .Information used in this study comes mainly: from

secondary sources. Most of the data anaiyzed come from
well-known websites, or magazines that French product-

managers use such as "Rayon Boissons", and "LSA" websites

or magazines. The information retrieved from these
websites is known by all to be accurate. The population
studied was the French population being the target of this■

segment. All data found on the French population come, from
the INSEE (Institut National de la Statistique et des

Etudes Economiques) web site, which is the organization

holding statistics about the population. Finally,
conclusions and personal recommendations were deducted
from the findings.

CHAPTER TWO

,PRODUCT SEGMENTATION AND

.

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

Chapter Two will first introduce the market

segmentation of the fruit juice market and then give an
historical overview. The product segmentation will explain
the division within the refreshing beverages without
alcohol and show the different sub segments within the

fruit juice segment. The historical overview only reviews
the main figures from the last ten years. This will be
used to determine the trends by comparing the oldest with
the latest figures in Chapter Three.

The Product Segmentation
The author found different segmentations from

different sources including Senand, 2001 and Agriculture

and Agri-Food Canada, 1998. Some segmentation did include
nectars in the fruit juice segment and some did not. The

key difference is that nectars have added sugars where as
fruit juices do not. However, as most data from different
sources found by the author included nectars within the
fruit juice segment, the author did include nectars within
the fruit juice.segmentation. The fruit juice segment is a

part of the refreshing beverage without alcohol segment

alSO: called BRSA. Segment. The following segmentation was

made hising the two , given sources of relevant segnisritation.
The BRSA is the popular segment known as "softdrinks". The BRSA is divided into segments:

•;

Sodas and sparkling beverages (such as Badeoit

;, -, sf)arkling water or .Coca-Cola)
.•

.

Fruit based drinks made with.at least 10% of

fruit juices, water, and sugar. They can be
sparkling or non sparkling beverages.

)•

Syrups and concentrate of fruits (such Teisseire
strawberry syrup)

•

Waters and the new segment of flavored waters

(such as Vittel flavored lemon water)
•

•

. All flavored milks (such as Yoplait Strawberry)

Non alcoholic aperitifs (such as Mister
Cocktail)

.• : /

The fruit and vegetable juices, which are
divided as follow: ,

>

Pure fruit and vegetable juices made from

squeezed juice
Fruit and vegetable juices made from
concentrate with water adjunction and

containing more than 80% of juice.

.

The fruit/vegetable juice .segment can also be split

up into.:

:

•

Pure fruit/vegetable juices. The pure

•

fruits/vegetables juices is itself divided into:
>

Fresh pure fruit/vegetable juices made from

squeezing .fruits, to be conserved and to
maintain their gustative qualities, they

.:•

are going under a quick pasteurization
flash,.pasteurization. They are

.

. . premium .products sold in the ultra-fresh .
part of supermarkets and not in shelves
.'
. where BRSA ..are;

. .>.

Ambient pure fruit/vegetable juices, which
are produced through direct squeeze. They

^

are pasteurized with a classical technique,
which enable them to be conserved at room

temperature. They are sold with BRSA, but
they can be distinguished from the others
name.

.

'

Juices made from concentrate (ABC) which are the.

less expensive of the fruit juices segment. They
are made from concentrate of juice with water

additive. They are also sold with the BRSA.

10

•

.

Nectars which, include added sugar, added water

and between 25% and 50% of fruit juices (such as
Joker fruit nectars Orange-banana). Because

^ sugars are added, nectars are sometimes not
considered as fruit juice even though they are

made of fruit juices (Senand, 2001; Agriculture. :
. .and Agri-.Food- eanaday .1998).

:

^Historical/Oyerview '
The following histbrical overview . only, review.s -the ;

main (figures, from the last ten ^years

It .dpes;(n'ot;lead to .

any conclusions by itselfv Cha.pter Three will. usP ..the (.
historical appraisal vto:. determinate trpnds. ^

1

Review of the Sales History

; This paragraph reviews of the past-recorded sales. It,
is only ^ to give an .idea of what past Sales ' represented and

which flavor sold, the most.
Table ,.1, Total Sales ipf ,Orange Juice ,in Heetoliters ,

19^^^^

: 199-6

: 8,273^:843

p

8,622,087. ( ;

,

(Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 1998)

. In 1996, total, sales .accounted for 8,622,087 of

hectoliters compared to 8,27.3,,843 hectoliters in 1995. In

11

1996, to show, a comparison,, the; fruit juice sales ;were
almost like iihe ones of colas.

Table 2. Importance of the Orange;liiice in the Total Fruit
■Juice Sales j

■.1995

■

■=! --

1997

'-■ . ' ' ■^-■"■57%!,. ^ 7';, .7^ "' ■ ■ ■ ' .' ;■ :,-'.l ■58 .^a%. ■"■ ; ' '
(Agxicult.ure and Agfi-Food .Canada, 1998)
Concerning flavors,, orange juice was the most sold .

fruit juice with 58 .3% of the sales of the' whole segment;: ,
in 1997 a;nd 57% of the. sales of the whole segment ; in ;1995^^^
So, for these two years, orange juice was definitely the

most sold in the.fruit segment. In 1996, the most popular .

fruit juices were in terms of sales :: ;orange, ^;apple;,^ ;

W

grapefruit, pineapple; and grape . (Agriculture, and Agri-Fdp.d:
Canada, 1998) . ■

Appendix B, Table B5 shows the- repartition, of the-..
fruit juice sales in. thousands ; of hectoliters by type of
flavors for. orange juice, apple juice . and. grape juice.. .

12:

.;

Table 3. Sales in .Hectoliters by.. Variety , . :

, .

, 1990

Orange Juice
Apple. Juice •>

-

Grape guice.

:

1,945,000

4,104,000

. 548,000

8.55,000

391,000

465,0.00

(see Appendix B, Table B5)

Appendix B, Table B5 shows that, from 1990 to 2000,
the best seller in terms, of;flavor was orange juice .. Its

sales have more than doubled in 10 years from 1,945,000
hectoliters in 1990 to 4,104,000 of hectoliters in 2000,

which is basically a 111% increase.

From 1990 to 2000, apple juice was the 2^^^^ best
seller in the fruit juices segment, with a high rate of ;■
increase of 56% from 548,000 hectoliters in 1990 to

855,000 hectoliters in 2000

(see Appendix B, Table B5) .

In the same decade, the grape juice had an increase
of almost 19% from 391,000 hectoliters in 1990 to 465,000
hectoliters in 2000

(Senand, 2001) . In brief, two sources

show that orange juice is the best seller in the fruit
market.

Another repartition shows the sales by variety:
nectars, fruit juices from concentrate ABC and pure

juices. Table B4 in Appendix B Repartition of Sales by

Variety in 1995 reveals that in 1995, ABC accounted for
47% of sales, nectars for 26% of sales and the rest were

pure juices (Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 1998).
, Sales can also be classified by type of packaging. In

1997, it was the 2-liter pack, which was the best selling

type of packaging. The 2-liter pack is mostly considered
as a family pack, and therefore consumed by households.
Plastic bottles represented 5% of the fruit juices sales,

glass bottles (27% of the fruit juices sales) and small

packaging such as individual packaging (8% of the fruit
juices sales)(Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 1998).
The Main Players.

In 1997, there were five main brands that shared ;
almost 30% of the total market. In fact, in 1997, Joker
was the brand leader with 11% of the market shares

followed by Rea with 7% of the market shares and

Tropicana/Cidou with 4% of the market shares. Pampryl had
3% of the market. Other brands accounted for 19% and

supermarket brands for 52%. The supremacy of supermarkets
brands is due to their ability to charge lower prices for

products that consumers find to be equivalent.(Agriculture
and Agri-Food Canada, 1998). Table 61 called The Main
Players in the Fruit Juices Segment is shown in
Appendix 'B. :
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Past Consumption

Table 4. Frendh Consunaptlon of : Fruit Juice in Millions'of
':Ffeucn Tranes "

1990 ;

1996

;3,,65l : 6,300

2000
7,239

/(Senanci, S OOl).

The Freneh consumption of.fruit j^uice has ali^o^t ,
doubled from 1.990 fo 2000;. It. grevf from 3,651 millions of
French francs, in 1995 to 7,239 millions of French, francs

in'2000. In 1996, the fruit juice consumption represented

a little ;bit\ less .- than 6.3 .billions ' of....Frenc

francs. In

19.97, the .fruit juice consumption amounted,.to slightlyt ';.
more than 6.5 billion French francs. The highest increase
in terms in French francs has occurred in 1991, 1992 and

1995. The biggest increase in terms of volume has occurred
in 1991, 1993 and 1995. A slowdown has occurred from 1995
to 2.000 (Senand, 2001). The details of the consumption
from 1995 to 2000 are shown in Appendix B, Table B2 called
Evolution of Fruit Juice Consumption from 1990 to 2000.

To give an idea of these consumptions in terms of

liters per inhabitant, in 1995, 39.1 liters of fruit

juices on average were consumed per inhabitant. In 1996,
in France, 39.6 liters of fruit juices on average were

15-

consumed per inhabitant (Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada,
1998).

Table 5. Increase in the Fruit Juice Consumption by French
Households

:

: 1990
100

1991

1992

1993

1992

1998

117.8

125.3

14-3.2

163.3

174.3

2001
192.9

100 index basis in 1990

(see Appendix B, Table B3),

Table B3 Increase in the Consumption of Fruits ;Juices

by Households 1990/2000, which can found in Appendix B
showS'. that the consumption by /hduseholds has almost
doubled from 1990 to 2001. The highest increase in

percentage was in 1995, and in 1991. The 1®^ half of the
decade saw the highest increase in percentage.^ X
in terms of percentage increase has started from 1995.
Based; on/a 100 index, in 1990, the .index grew at: a v,

.consistehtly'lower pace though out the nineties and ended
up as high as 192.9 in 2001 (Senand, 2001).
Exportations

.

In; I996r French, exportat

rest of the world

-were^ of 127902 'tons:, of hectoliters (492 457 millions; of

French - francs). In 1997,: exportatiohs >e.re of 158. l&i tons

16

of hectoliters (669 356 millions of French francs)

(Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 1998).
Pricing History

From 1991, prices have been decreasing. The massive

development of supermarlcet brands, which are charging
lower prices than the other brands, pushed the brands to

lower their prices (Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada,
1998).
Distribution Channels

Table 6. The Fruit Juice Distribution

Supermarkets

8.9%

Hypermarkets

2.1%

Itinerant Trading

0.7%

Traditional

0.5%

Self-service

0.9%

(Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 1998)

In 1997, fruit juices were distributed through

supermarkets (48.9% of sales in volume)., hypermarkets
(4,2.1% of sales in volume), itinerant trading, (0,7%. of
sales in volume), traditional.(3.5% of sales in volume),
self-service (4.9% of sales in volume). It is not

surprising that the supermarkets and the hypermarkets are
the distribution channels performing the best sales

17

,

because they offer a wider range of products and also
offer their own range of low-priced products (Agriculture:
and Agri-Food Canada, 1998).

Conclusion

Orange juice is the most sold fruit juice according
to two different sources (Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada, 1998; Senand, 2001).

Table 7. Brands and Market Shares

5 Main Brands

30%

Supermarket brands

52;%

Other

19%

(Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 1998)

In 1997, there were five main brands (Joker, Rea,

Tropicana, Cidou and Pampryl) that shared:almost 30%. of

i

the total market. Other brands accounted, for 19,% and;
supermarket brands for 52 % of the market shares , .

(Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 1998).
The fact that supermarkets brands represented 52% of

the total segment leads to the conclusion that consumers
are price conscious. This also leads to the conclusion
that because fruit juices are sold mostly through

supermarkets and hypermarkets, which offer lower prices, a

18

larger variety and so on (Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada, 1998).

The fruit juice consumption has almost doubled
between 1990 and 2001. To .give a figure, it represented
6.3 billions of French francs in 1996 (Senand, 2001).

Last but not least, according to the study made by

Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, in 1998, the wholesale
distribution accounted for most of the total distribution

(Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 1998). This section
does not lead by themselves to any constructive
conclusions. It only helps to develop trends in the next
chapter that is Chapter Three.

19

CHAPTER THREE
SITUATION ANALYSIS

This chapter is the situation.analysis of the fruit,

juice market. It shows the actual situation. It helps to

understand what is currently happening in the'fruit juice
market. Chapter Three will first present an analysis of ,
fruit juice consumers followed by a competitor analysis.
Then, the fruit juice market will be studied in-depth.
Last, the environment will be analyzed.

Consumer Analysis

This first part is introducing the data about
consumers. First, the fruit juice consumers group will be:
defined. Then, consumers' characteristics will be

revealed. The last subpart will be unmet needs for

consumers. The development of unmet needs is a crucial

part, as it will lead to the set of strategic issues at
the end of this chapter.
Consumer Group

The majority of the French population consumes fruit

juices. In 2000, 92.2% of households were consuming fruit
juices (LSA, 2001b). It shows that fruit juices are
included in the French population diet. The French

population believes that eating well will make them

20

healthy, so that is probably the main reason for this high-

percentage (Parigi & Aubril, 2000). The heaviest consumers
were household of three or more persons who''have incomes
that exceeds 16,5 thousands of French Francs per month. A

16,5 thousands of French Francs income is higher than of

the average income of households in France. The parents in
such households belong to the 35 to 49 years old range and

have professions such as farmer, artisan, managers and so
on. These households have one or more than one child from

13 to 17 years old. They are middle-class households with

teenagers. As a result, they can afford to buy fruit
juices in large quantities, which make them the heaviest
consumers. Their teenage children need vitamins and the

parents are educated people who know the benefits of fruit
juices (LSA, 2001b). Furthermore, it seems that on average
BRSA are,at 66% present on shopping list where as shaving

products appeared to be at 72% present. In brief, BRSA is
a very important item (Rayon Boissons, 2001j). It also
confirms that fruit juices are part of everyday eating
habits. Consumers know that drinking fruit juices is good
for their health and as , mentioned before,. 66% of all

consumers have fruit juices,on the shopping list. However,

it means that fruit juices are not bought every time when
visiting supermarkets. Therefore, the main competitors and
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distribution channels could do efforts to push consumers

to buy more than they currently do. Efforts could vary
from a better merchandising in the stores, or advertising

campaigns, which could push consumers to purchase more
often (see Appendix C Table C2),
Consumers' Characteristics

Consumers spend more and more time between

supermarkets :and hypermarkets shelves. In 2000, on average

a consumer spent ,1 minute, and 21 seconds between shelves, :

compared to T minute and. 11 sec

19,94. ,Overall, . . .

consumers are less hesitating. Consumers who took between

1 and 10 seconds , tO:.purchase accounted for 23% in 1994 and
for 28% in 2000. Consumers who took more than 10 seconds

to purchase . acGOunted for :35%. in,,1

and for 29% in 2000.

Consumers who took less than 1 second to purchase

accounted for , 4.5% in 1994 and for 44% in 2000 (Rayon
Boissons, 2001j).
The researcher found that consumers felt confused

about supermarket shelves, and therefore about the fruit

juices shelves. Consumers facing a wall of products, with
denominations that they do not always understand is very

confusing. This non-suitable merchandising confuses .'
consumers. The study mentioned above about the time spent

by consumers between shelves, reveals that consumers who
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know exactly what they want to buy will directly buy the
product they choose without hesitating between products,
but in other cases there are many products on the shelves

of supermarkets/hypermarkets so they will spend more time

looking at new products. In fact,, the.fruit juices shelves
contain oh average 157 different products in hypermarkets

and 88 in supermarkets. This shelf does appear as a wall

or a.mess for consumers. The products are not classified .
by categories of products but by brands, which leads to
confusion in consumer's minds.. Probably, they will spend
more time discovering products in the

supermarketsihyp.ermarkets. They will prefer take time, .
before purchasing, by asking their close environment
(families or friends) and search for any product's

advertising (Bendaoud, 2001),.

:,

Unmet Neeids 1

It seems that there ^are urimet needs in t-hd fruit

,

juice market. The unmet needs are classified as follow:
i*.:

(' The rushed consumers.

. It is obvious, that the French .pppu'latipn is
running, out df time. Consumers are rushing, and
the fruit juices market does not offer any ,

product especially made for. this,.consumer."
. category. There should be products especially
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studied to meet this unmet need. Of course, the

market provides 25cl packaging, but it is notdesigned to drink while perfoririing another
activity such as driving. Most products need a

straw and it is riot easy to use this product
while performing another activity. These

products are also in cardboard packaging, which
quickly become wet and the papers melt.
The healthy conscious consumers
There is a growing trend for healthy food. The

increasing consumption of vitamins and
nutriments is an indication of this unmet need.

Fruit juices should include added vitamins and
nutrients. The sales of vitamins and nutrients

supplements increased from 388 millions in 1997
to 500 millions in 1999, which is twice as much

as in 1994, (Parigi & Aubril, 2000). In addition,
most pregnant.women lack vitairtiris B 9 while 10%
of the entire French population is lacking:.
vitamin D. (Sousa, 2001). This shows that there

:

is a real need of ..supplement intrbduction in the

foods. However, new products are featuring: added
) vitamins such, as. .Joker with its range. Ad Vitam. . "
Consumers :should be able to. drink/One type, of.
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fruit juice that will gather all essentials
daily doses of vitamins and features more
elements : • i'vv'.

'

Furthermore, the French populatioh is aging but

nothing is , done for this aging popuiatidn in the
fruit guice segnient - There are no fruit, juices '

featuring elements, needed by:the. aging

piopulatioh Such as,: calcium and so on. :See the' v V:
•dembgraphic subsection in the environment'
s.ection for more:; details .{Insee,, 20Qle)I

The non-prepared consumers

Another point is that fruit juices have a

limited shelf life. In fact, fruit juices must
be thrown away after one or two weeks due to
their limited lives. Consumers recognize the

benefits of frozen fruit juice because it can be
kept a long time in their freezers.
The ethnic consumers

The new trend of ethnic products is not met in

the fruit juice market. Producers only offer
basic products or mix of basic products. No real
innovations in terms of ethnic flavor were done.

•It seems that Asian foods are seizing the French
food market so maybe producers should launch
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. A
. 2

fruit-based drinks (Rayon BoiSsons,
The first reesone ;

to

food products is(the, taste(48%), then cpines the

,,f

' trying''different foods (28%) (see:, : .
C Table C3 called Ethnic Products for

more details) (Rayon Boissons, 20011). It also
,

consumers do prefer asian taste and

( especially Ghinese :taste (48%) ,and axabic taste
(39%). There are no products meeting this ethnic
demand. See Appendix C Table C1 (Rayons
Boissons, 20011). In brief, fruit juice

,

p

could satisfy many unmet needs.

Competitor Analysis

This part provides a competitor analysis and a review

of the main players. It seems that most competitors are

;

based on the French soil. In fact, almost,.50% of the^.m^^

competitors' employees are localized in three regions
(Senand, 2001) see Appendix D Table D1. There are a few

important companies in this market. In 1997, there were 18
Companies with 2540 employees and with a turnover of 6059
million of French francs. In 1998, there were 17.companies

with 2580 employees and with a tufnoyer of $254■miilion of
F,;rench francs . In 1999, there were, 15 cdmpanieswith .2450
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employees and with a turnover of 6701 million of French
francs (see Appendix D Table D2). Appendix D, Table D3
shows that the five companies, with 20 to 49 employees

each employ 160 employees in total. Two companies, with 50
to 99 employees, employ 186 employees in total. The sevencompanies,;' with 20 to 99 emplpyees: each, have a 504.8
millibns of French francs turnover in total. The six

.companies,; with;,1

249 emplpyees, employ 930 employees

in total. The six companies, with 100 to 249 employees

each, have a 2298.9 millions of French francs turnover in
total. The only company, with 250 to 499 employees,

employs 331 employees in total. The only company, with
more than 500 employees, employs 929 employees in total. . ^
The two companies, with more than 250 employees, have a
3450.5 millions of French francs turnover in total. The

companies with the highest number of employees perform the
highest turnover because they are big companies such as
Tropicana. Few large companies are in this market.
Howpvef,.t

fragmented and many small ;

companies; operate in this market .;:..A^

Table D4

reveals that the fresh fruit juice market has known

changes. In fact, Danao has taken market shares from many
competitors. Only Tropicana and few other non-really
famous brands increased their market shares. Andres
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remains wit&.the same, market share in,the fresh.fruit

juices market. ,.Frui '. vita> the supermarkets brands, and
Minute Maid each lost market shares t .Frui'vita lost the

most. It is important to notice that because Danao is a

;

new product, it has stolen market share from: well-

established products. Danao offers, both, the benefits of
fruit juices as well as milk.. . Danao is. also offered in:
different flavors. It was obvious that Danao would take

market share from its competitors, given its success,. .

.

Furthermore, no other brands have introduced similar.: .V

products to counterpart this successful entrance b'f Danao.

Table 8. Turnover of: the. Main Piayers in Million French
Francs:

Pampryl.

1583.9:

Tropicana France

1307.5

Joker .

830.3

Rea .

661.6

(see Appendix D Table D, 5);.

In 1999, the companies with the best turnover were

CSR Pampryl with 1583.9 millions French francs, Tropicana
France with 1307.5 millions French francs, Joker with

830.3. millions French francs, -Rea Granini with 661.6 .

millions French francs (see Appendix D Table D 5 for more
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details). They are many differences in this table because

some companies are bigger than others. One must not forgot

that the supermarkets/hypermarkets are also selling their
own products and they are not classified in this table.
Who are the Competitors
•

Cidou

Jacques Mahler and his family created Cidou in
1931. In 1991, Marie Brizard Group (this group

mainly owns alcoholic beverages) acquired Cidou
and sold it to the Karlsberg group in 1998
(Cidou, 2001). Cidou is sold in all supermarkets
and hypermarkets except in Carrefour Champion

and Monoprix. They have on average 6 different

products sold through these distributors. Geant
and Leclerc host 8 different Cidou products
(Sapin, 2001).
Cidou's turnover is decreasing from to 331.9 in
1994 to 328.4 millions of French francs in

1998(Senand, 2001). Cidou receive in 2001 and

-

will receive in 2002 an award for its taste

called "Saveur de I'Annee". In 2001, Cidou

received this award for its pure "Terroir" fruit
juice. In 2002, Cidou will receive the award for
its baby's drink called Cidou Mini Apple-
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Raspberry and for its fresh orange juice.
Cidou's range Of product is divided inro the
following groups: babies (Cidou Mini Apple

Raspberry)., children (6x20cl multi vitamin
juices), 13 to 25 years old (Vitamix ACE),
adults (Tonic Cocktail juice) and family (Guava

juice) (Cidou,,2001).
Pampryl

Pampryl's turnover increased from 17,587
thousands French francs in 1994 to 1583.9

million French francs in 1999 (Senand, 2001)(see

Appendix D Table D6). Pampryl is distributed in
all major distributors. Pampryl has 16 different

products in Geant, 10 in Leclerc and between 5

and 8 in others distributors (Sapin, 2001)
On October 2th 2000, Orangina and Pampryl, two
Pernod-Ricard subsidiaries, merged (Orangina,

Les origines, 2000). This merging allows Pampryl
to have strategic spillovers, such as
distribution. Pampryl has different products in

its range such as freshly squeezed juices
(Pernod Ricard, 2001).
Joker
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Henri Malvoisin created joker in 1929. Joker had
,830.3 million French francs of turnover in 1999

and 550.8 millions in 1994 (Senand, 2001) (see

Table D6 Appendix D). Joker has on average 15

different products per distributors. It has 30
different products in Leclerc, 22 in Auchan and

between 8 and 16 in other distributors (Sapin,
2001).

,

Its last innovation is Pulpea, a fruit juice

high in pulp. Joker is also innovating with
products such as litchi juice or mix such as
Orient juice composed by Apple Banana and Guava
(Joker, 2001).
Tropicana France

Anthony Rossi created Tropicana in 1947 in
Florida. In 1989, PepsiCo bought Tropicana. The

European headquarters is based in Belgium.
Tropicana is selling, for example, orange peach

and orange banana mixed juice (Tropicana, 2001).
Tropicana has on average 9 different products

per distributors. Geant hosts 16 different
products, the other distributor host between 7
and 11 different products. Tropicana France had
a turnover of 499.3 million French francs in
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1994 and 1307.5 million

French francs in 1999.

Secteur 70Q Senand 2001 (see Appendix D Table
D6).
•

Danone

A new entrant in this market is Danao, a

Danone's product, which is scoring an incredible
success. Danao is a smoothie. For example, the

flavors are Orange/ Pineapple or Apple/ Exotic
fruits (Danone, 2001). Danao met an incredible

increase of 30% in a year in market shares of
fresh fruit juices (Rayon Boissons, 2001d).

Exploration.of Past Results

Tropicana France and CSR Pampryl have known enormous
increase in their turnover. In fact, Tropicana France grew
from 499,380 thousand French francs in 1994 to 1,307,571
thousand French francs in 1999 and CSR Pampryl grew from.

17,587 thousand French francs in 1994 to 1,583,934.
thousands of French francs in 1999.' Howevef,not all■

players grew at that rate. Joker, Sbjufel Provence
Production, and Fruite have known lower growth than the

one cited above. Some companies stayed stable as an

average over the five years such as Cidou and Ste

Languedociene des Vins et Spiritueux Jus .de Fruits. In
brief, except for Tropicana France and CSR Pampryl, no
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real changes occurred in five years in terms of turnover.
Most companies evaluated in the same way. See Table D6

Appendix D for more details (Senand, 2001).
Pricing

Table 9. Average Prices for Orange Juice ABC by Brands
Joker

8.57FF

Fruite

8.69FF

Cidou

6.18FF

Lowest prices

4.12FF

Pampryl

16.11FF

(Sapin, 2001)

Table 10. Average Prices for Pure Orange Juice by Brands
Tropicana

13.26FF

Rea

9.63FF

Pampryl

9.89FF

(Sapin, 2001)
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Table - 11. ;Average; Prices for Orange Juice ABC :a^'n

Orange by.Bistributors

i

Orange Juice ABC

.Pure ;;

1

Pure Orange Juice
8.79FF

Auchan

6.56FF

Casino

6.OlFF

.10.-57.FF:

Geant

1.8Iff

9s.6FF S

Chiampion .

5.25FF.

Monbprix

6.63Ff

79.:28FF
10.42FF

; (Sapin, 2001).

Appendix D Table D7 shows that the price evolution
was almost null in 2000. However, one could have, thought ,

that with .the,increase of quality in products. (i.e., more
taste., more flavors, different -packaging) the prices would,

have increased.. The explanation comes from the fact that 1
in 2000, the supermarkets brands participated in 14% of

the. fresh fruit juices sales ..in terms of volume and in 51%
of the ambierit fruit juices sales in terms, of volume .

.,

(Senand, 2001). On average the lowest price of ABC' ofange

juice is 4.12FF. Gidou ABC orange juice is . sold at 6.18 ...^
FF. Fruite ABC ..orange juice is sold at 8.69FF. Joker

.

orange juice is sold at 8.57FF... Pampryl orange juice is.,
sold at 16.11FF and Rea orange juice is sold at 8.19.
Concerning the pure orange juice prices, Tropicana average
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price is ,13..26FF,, Rea^ is .9.63FF>, :P:.ampr:yl;^^ ^i

12.OlFF,; Joker,

is 10.3FF, Cidou is 9/14FF;, and Pea is 9/89FFi'
difference in prices from ABC:to, pufe ofange .ju
from one franc .for Fruite to: three francs for Cidoui ,; There
are no major differences in price within the competi.to:fs.
However, the lowest price brands are:almost half price of
the main brands, but they offer a limited range of product

compared to the main brands. On average of all brands,
Auchan sells ABC orange juice at 6.56FF and pure orange

juice at 8.79FF. Casino sells ABC orange juice at 6.01FF
and pure orange juice at 10.57FF, whereas Geant sells ABC
orange juice at 7.81FF and pure orange juice at 9.6FF.
Geant sells more expensive ABC orange juice and Casino

sells more expensive pure orange juice on average.

.

Champion sells ABC orange juice at 5.25 FF and pure orange

juice at 9.28FF, Monoprix sells ABC orange juice at 6.63FF
and pure orange juice at 10.42FF (Sapin, 2001). In brief.

Champion has the cheapest prices for orange juice and
Carrefour has the most expensive on average. Concerning

pure orange juice, Auchan has the cheapest prices and
Carrefour has the most expensive ones. The reason might be
because Carrefour charges higher prices and their margins

are higher because they do not have the same brands as the
other distributors.
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Advertising/Promotion

Appendix D Table:D8 shows that in 2000,a total of
63.3 million French francs were spent in ambient fruit

juice advertising. This represents an increase of 15.7
percent from 1999. In fact, two companies dramatically
increased their advertising budget for ambient fruit

juices: Minute Maid increased it this year by a 100% and
Rea by 240%. However, Joker decreased this budget by
52.3%.

Appendix D Table D8 also shows that the advertising
budget concerning the fresh fruit juices decreased by
8.5%. Even though Danao and Andros increased this budget

by more than 40%,. Tropicana and Minute Maid decreased this
budget by more than 55%, which lead to an overhaul
negative total budget for the total fresh fruit juice,
segment. It, might be a possibility that because Minute
Maid increased their budget of ambient fruit juice, they
had to decrease their fresh fruit juices budget due to

budgetary reasons.ilt might also be a strategic choice
because they lost 4%.of their fresh fruit juice market
share due to the Danao launch. They probabiy preferred to
focus on the ambient fruit juices in which they have a
chance to be the leader. Joker decreased their, ambient

fruit juices advertising expenditures in 2000, probably
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because^they were preparing the ;rel6Gabibg-

in ; , ,

view of .the launch, of the Ad. Vitam .and theiPuipea. range of

productsiwhich"are fresh fruit-guices.

:■ tr '

Market Anaiysis'
Market Area Performance versus Company Average

This .section reviews the, place of the .fruit juice^^^.i
segment compared to the BRSA segment in order to get a

.

better idea of the importance of the fruit juices segment.
Table. El Appendix E shows ■ that in terms, of

consumption, the fruit juice,segment represented. 7.2
billion French francs in 2000, whereas the BRSA

represented 10.8 millions,. In brief / the fruit, juice

segment accounted for 66.6% of the BRSA segment in terms
of consumption in volume. In tetrris of sales, the fruit

juice segment accounted for. 6.7 million hectoliters and t
the BRSA for 18'. 9 million liters. Fruit juices sales
represented more than 35% of the BRSA sales in terms of

consumption in volume. The difference in percentage comes .
from the fact that the fruit juices are expensive products

compared to water so fruit juices account for more in
terms of

value than in terms of

volume on the total of

BRSA., As a result, the fruit juices sales are an important

segment of the BRSA in terms of value. On the total 24
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companies (with 4602 employees) in 1999, which were

operating within the BRSA segment, 15 companies (with 2455
employees) were operating within the fruit juice segment.
Many companies operate in both the fruit juices segment
and in other segments of BRSA. Orangina-Pampryl is an

example, it operates in the fruit juice market with the

Pampryl range of products and also in the fruit based
beverages with the Orangina range of products, so this

company is a multi-segment company. Another example is
Coca-Cola, which owns the Minute Maid brand and all the
Coca-Cola brands such as Fanta, Coca-Cola, and Coca-Cola

Light. These companies, which are operating in many

segments, have the synergy advantage; they can benefit
from using the same distribution channels and so on
(Senand, 2001).

Appendix E Table E2 also reveals the; same

information; the fruit juice sales represent 35% of the

BRSA segment in January 2001 whereas the soft drinks,
account for 62% in terms of volume. Soft drinks and fresh
drinks saw their market shares increased, but the

concentrate, the ambient fruit juices, the vegetable juice

and the syrups lost market shares of the total BRSA. The
best sellers within the BRSA segment are the soft drinks
with 62% of market shares in terms of volume and 48.8% in
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terms of French francs. Then, the ambient fruit juices are

the second best sellers according to this table with 29.3%
of market shares in terms of volume and 31.1% in terms of
French francs. The fresh drinks with 4.1%. of market shares
in terms of volume and 8.9% in terms of French francs is

closely followed by the syrups with 3.8% of market shares
in terms of volume and 8.7% in terms of French francs

(Rayon Boissons, 2001a).
In terms of turnover in 2000, the most sold segment
within the BRSA is the sparkling beverages with 41% of the

sales of the BRSA segment. The/2"^ most sold segment is
the ambient fruit juices with 31% of the sales of the BRSA

segment. Syrups and other beverages are at 10% of the
sales of the BRSA segment. The non-sparkling beverages
account for 8% of the sales of the BRSA segment (See

Appendix E Table E3 for more details) (Rayon Boissons,
2001c).

Trends of Sales, Costs and Profits by Product Lines

The trend concerning the consumption of fruits juices

is positive. A 3.3 percent increase in consumption will
occur in 2001. However, Appendix E Table E3 shows that the

percentage of increase was on average higher than 3.3% in
the past 10 years. This means that the increase rate is
declining and that the market will soon meet its
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saturation. The consumption will then attain .7.5 billion

French compared to 7.2 in 2000. The fruit juice
consumption has increased from 3,651 million French francs
in 1990 to 7,239 million French francs in 2000. It means
that the sales have increased by the same rate. It seems

that the market is attaining its maturity.after this huge
rate of increase. However, the fruit juice consumption is

not stagnating as it is still increasing but at a much
slower rate than it used to (Senand, 2001),.

Appendix E, Table E4 reveals the repartition of sales
according to the type of packaging. In terms of volume,

the most produced type of packaging is the 1-liter pack

with 40.1% of production. The 2"*^ most produced type of
packaging is glass bottle with 24.4% of production. The ,
3'^'^ most produced type of packaging is the 2-liter pack
with 17.8% of production. Others type of packaging

including cans represent 9.7% of production. The plastics,

are the 5^*^ most produced type of packaging with 7.0% of /
production.
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Performance of Distributors

Table 12. Weight of Distributions Channels in the
Wholesale Distribution in Terms of Volume

Supermarkets

44,1%

Hypermarkets

55.9%

(Senand, 2001)

There are three key distributors in France. The first

one is supermarkets, hypermarkets and little markets

supplying the households. The second one is the cafes, the
hotels and the restaurants. It is called CHR because it

means "Cafes, Hotels and Restaurants". Glass-bottled

juices of small quantity mainly supply the CHR customers.
The third one is the public and private collectivities
such as hospitals (Senand, 2001).
-

In brief, there are two main distribution channels:;

the wholesale and the non-household mentioned above as

CHR. The wholesale distribution channel accounts for 85%

of the total sales of fruit juices in terms of volume. The
distribution of the CHR is now in decrease (Senand, 2001).

Hypermarkets distribute more fruit juices in terms of
volume and values than supermarkets. In fact, 55.9% of the

fruit juices sales in terms of volume made by wholesale
are made by hypermarkets. Supermarkets account for 44.1%
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of fruit juices sales recorded by wholesale in terms of
volume. Hypermarkets account for 53.6% of fruit juices
sales made by wholesale in terms of value. Supermarkets
account for 46.4% of fruit juices sales recorded by

wholesale in terms of value (Rayon Boissons, 2001f) (see

Appendix E, Table E5)
Table E6 in Appendix E deals with the performance

level of some of the fruit juice distributors in France.

The distribution channels that perform the best are
Carrefour, SystemeU Champion and the hard discount.
Leclerc, Intermarche, Cora, Geant Casino and Auchan could

seize opportunities to better serve the fruit juice
market. In brief, they are basically losing money by not

seizing these opportunities meaning that their

supermarkets are not set up to increase their fruit juice
sales. It might means that their shelves are messy, or

famous products are missing, or that not everything is
done in order to push consumers to buy fruit juices (LSA,
2000a).

Appendix E7 Table E shows the market shares of main

hypermarkets / supermarkets market share in 2000 in.
France. In fact, Carrefour is the one that holds the

highest market share in terms of French francs with 19.4%
concerning the repartition of ambient fruit juices sales
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by distributors. Leclerc has 17.7

of the total market ,

shares in terms, of. French francs of the .fruit juice sales.
Intermarche has 12.5 % of the total market .shares in. terms

of French francs,of the fruit jui.ce. sales. Auchan holds
11% of the total market in terms of French francs of the

fruit juice sales. Geant Casino with its hypermarkets only
holds 5.3% of the total market shares in terms of French

francs of the fruit juice sales. Champion has 4.7% of the
total market shares in terms of French francs of the fruit

juice sales. Cora represents 2.1% of the total market ,
shares in terms of French francs of the fruit juice sales.
The two lasts ones are Casino (supermarkets only) and

Primo with respectively 1.7% and 1.3% of the total market
shares in terms of French francs of the fruit juice sales.

Table 13. Number of Supermarket Products Hosted by
Distributors

Auchan

22

Carrefour

29

Casino

23

Geant

38

(Sapin, 2001)

Auchan hosts 22 references of its own brand.

Carrefour has 29 references. Casino has 23 references and
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Geant has 38 references. Champion hosts 15 referehces of ,
it own brands (Sapin, 2001). Geant Casinddoes not perform

well with their own products. They have the highest number

of references and only 5.3% of the total market shares in
terms of French, francs of the fruit juice sales. Geant

Casino' could have better performance than what it has,,
considering the fact that the,y hold the highest number of,

references but quite a low performance.
Past versus Current Results by Area^ ProduCty Channel and
Sd On ^

The comparison shown ,in Appendix E8/ ,Table E of two
sources shows that the nectars represented 26% of total

sales of fruit,juices in 1995, and account in, 2001 for

,

30.8% of,total sales^ of fruit- juices. The fruit juices
from concentrate, which used to account for 47% of total
sales of fruit juices in 1995, accounted in 2000 for :37.5%

of total sales of fruit juices. Finally, the pure juices,
which used to account for 27% of total sales .of fruit

,

juices in 1995, account for 31.5% of total sales of fruit,,
juices in 2001.

Orange juice accounted in 1990 fdr 1945 thousands df
hectoliters sold. Sales of orange juice in 2000 were 4104

hectoliters^ In 1995, 548 thousand hectoliters df apple
juiCe were sold whereas 855 thousands of hectoliters of
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apple juice were sold in ;2000. Concerning the grape juice,
391 thousands of hectoliters of grape juice were sold in
1995. In 2000, 465 thousands of hectoliters of grape juice

were sold in 2000(Senand, 2001) (see details in Appendix

E, Table E9;)^.'iiv' /,i

^

Market Factors

^
\

.

Size. As explained before, the size of the market in

: 2000 was 7.2 billions of French francs representing 6.7
millions of hectoliters sold that year (Senand, 2001). To

give a comparison, in 2000, the beers segment represent
7.8 billions of French francs, and all wines represented
20.6 billions of French francs (La securite dans
I'assiette, 2001).

: "

Growth. The fruits and juices market is meeting a
3.3% growth in terms of volume in 2001 (Senand, 2001).
Cyclicality. LSA Magazine evaluated the

fruit/vegetable juice consumption for breakfast in October
2000. The results found were that 92.2% of households are

customers and who purchase their fruit / vegetable juices
,in hypermarkets and supermarkets. Their annual budget for

this consumption was 270 French francs. They purchased
around 16.2 times the amount of 16.7 French francs (LSA,

2000a).

, ;/,/
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, ; Seasonality

No real signs of seasonality were found

since ,fruit; juiees: are consumed ;all;37:edr , long:: at the same

rate CAgricuiture and Agri-Fdod■Ganada,. 1998) .
rndustry Factors

^

. NewwEroducts: Entf y ;:Prpspebts . The .new .product entry
prdspdctsi are vfpllowing -the trends' of the ■ inarket :.^ ^ '^'r^

trends for 2000/2001 are followed by product launch, ih
France , ; The ,tf ends are;; :
,

'

Natural products / healthy conscious with the

. introductipn of Iproduct^ with vitamin and mix of
; , ,m^^

fruit juice (Cidou; and Joker are, two

examples)

Snacking w^^^^

packaging such as the pack

of 4 fruit juices of 20cl from Joker

(Joker,

.•200i;)'- , : - ; , ■
• ■,

Eieasure/ exPtic: new tastes are ^ introduced such

as cidou Mini ■Appie-Raspber.ry (Cidou 2001)
, (Agdranews., 2000) .
Rivalry. There ere few companies operating in the

French: markef

They; all. sell the same find of product :

range except: f pr Danap. : The'competitioh is f ierce :Many

competitors operate in fhis . market ,. , Few large companies , are p,re,sent,. and ■many,: f a;,mily companies . arid low^quality

.products companies (Senand, :2 001): . .Therefore,; fhere are ,;:
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many products on the market. Brands have their own

products, and supermarkets / hypermarkets have alsp thdir
products too, and also hard discounters have their own
products. In total, it is an average of 157 different
products that are in hypermarkets and 88 in supermarkets
(Bendaoud, 2001).

Power of Suppliers. The suppliers are really

powerful; there are no substitutes to fruits. They have
the control over the price they charge which is directly
threatening the price of fruit juices. Producers do not

usually own plants; they use intermediaries who buy the
fruits in bulk. Producers are totally dependent on

:1

suppliers. Producers need to maintain.friendly relations
with suppliers, as suppliers are the ones controlling the

precious raw materials (Citrus Related Websites, 2001).
Power of Buyers. Buyers have a large choice of .

.
v .

products offered to them. Each brands offer similar
product range, even supermarkets brands offer large
product range. If a consumer is not satisfied with a . ;
brand, he/she will easily switch to another brand offering
the same kind of product at the same price, or maybe

he/she will choose supermarkets brands at lower prices if

the quality is not his/ her first criteria in the
decision-making (Sapin, 2001).
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Threat of Substitutes. There are two ways to Took at

the substitution. The first one is fruit juice as a simple
drink. The fruit juices are unfortunately products that
can be easily substituted. The variety of products found
in the BRSA segment allows this high substitution.

Consumers have the choice between many various criteria:

>

Value of the products: a balance between price
and quality. The segment is offering products
going from premium products to products from
hard discounters, with different quality and
prices. Consumers are very price conscious so
they will prefer cheaper products.

^

Taste: The suppliers offer many different
flavors and mixes. Consumers can easily switch
from one to another. For example, consumers can

switch from a fruit juice to a sparkling orange
drink such as Orangina or to an orange flavored
drink like Tang (Senand, 2001)

The second one is fruit juice for its benefits.
Probably few health-conscious consumers will switch to
other products from the BRSA segment. When health-

conscious consumers purchase fruit juices, they do it for
the fruit quality and features such as vitamins that soft
drinks could not offer and so on.
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Environmental Factors Analysis
Social

The number of person per family is decreasing. It was

2.57 in 1990. compared to 2.44 in 1999. It does not mean
that there are fewer children. It means that the, number of

families with single parent is increasing. In 1995, there
were 1,551 824 families with a single parent (225,924 were
families with single fathers and 1,325,900 were families

with single mothers) whereas in 1990 this number grew to
1,703,958 (259,037 were families with single fathers and

1,444,921 were families with single mothers) (Ined, 1999).
In 2000, the birth rate increased by 5%. A figure
that high has not been recorded for the last past 17 years

(Doisneau, 2001). The monthly wages as a whole have
increased by 0.9% in the 1st quarter of 2001). The

increase of the population and the decrease of the family
size will lead to an increasing need of individual

packaging.
Also, the increase of monthly wage if continued will
lead to a higher purchasing power and fruit juices

products would be more affordable, which will probably
allow producers to charge higher prices.
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Demographic: .
Table Fl ,in Appendix F shows that there are fewer

persons who are under 24 years old than persons in. theFrench population who are over 24 years old (INSEE/
1999c):v In fact, the French population is aging, as an;

example the:fe are 12.6 millions of grand.-parents in France:

and 2 millions of them are. great-grarid-parents, but
nothing is done for this aging population in the fruit
juice, segment; there are no fruit juices, featuring
elements needed by the aging population sugh as calcium

and so on (Insee Douze millions et demi de grands-parents,
20.01:):

Technological

We saw in Chapter two that the plastic bottle

represented 5% of the fruit juice sales, and it seemed
that the plastics bottle, would be more developed in the
future for various reasons such as the recycling trends

and its lower costs (Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada,

1998), In fact, Pampryl developed a new kind of plastic
called Barex. Barex offer the light of carton while
avoiding :the occurrence of: oxidation and providing the
chance for Consumers to see through the pack and evaluate

the. product. Trom the main cpmpebitofs website, the author
found that most companies use Bafex in, their packaging,,.:;
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The new technological process of making fruit juice
includes:

Flash pasteurization on site on fruit pick up
Transport to manufactory
Packaging

Warehousing in manufactory

Warehousing in supermarkets or on shelves
This new technological process allow faster

pasteurisation, and of course lower costs. Most companies
use this new technological process (Joker, 2001).
Regulatory

In 1995, the French agency taking care of competition
and frauds (La Direction Generale de la Concurrence et de

la Repression des Fraudes DGCRF) with the help, of fruit

juices producers created a special agency called The
Professional Institute of fruit : juices (L'Institut

Professionel du jus de fruits called IPFJ). The
Professional Institute of fruit juices is in charge of the

competition and frauds within the fruit juice segment. The
European regulation concerning the fruit juice segment was
recently modified in 1999. There was a little confusion

among the fruit juices constitution. The European Council
clarified this in 1999 by separating the fruit juices made
from concentrate and the one not made from concentrate.
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The two different appellations must be used when
mentioning fruit juices. Last not least, fruit juices

packaging must show the name of the product, its quality,
its net volume, the name and address of its producer and
its best used date (Senand, 2001).

Monitors and Controls

To update this information, the following sources can
be used:

•

Secondary data (Sales Reports, Orders, Informal
Sources)

•

Primary Data (Stores audits NIELSEN, SAMI)

•

Specialized consulting firms

•

Consumer panel

All the information concerning the fruit juice

segment is available from:

>

INSEE who is estimating the BRSA segment as a
whole .

>

Statistics and complete studies are made by the
Syndicat national des Boissons Rafraichissantes
(SNBR) and 1'Union Nationale des Producteurs de

Jus de Fruits, Nectars et Boissons aux Fruits
(UNPJ)
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^

Rayons Boissons, LSA, Boissons de France, Faire
Savoir Faire and Points de Vente are on a

regular basis publishing studies (Senand, 2001) ,
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. Strategic Issues
The situation assessment provided earlier leads to

the following major strategic issues.
1.

.The fruit juice segment is the second most .

important one after sodas within., the BRSA. It

:

means that a company having few market shares.in
t:he fruit juice, market, can have important sales
in terms of.value, because the market size, is . ,

large. In brief, a company can be small in the
market and still be a successful company.

: ,2. .

The fruit juice market, is saturated, but its
consumption is not stagnating.

3.

The two first points lead to this strategic
„ issue. Few large companies rule the market. Many

small-sized companies are also present in the
market. As a result, numerous products are on
shelves, and this leads unfortunately to the
confusion of consumers.

4. .

New products are entering the market. These new

products are still in the same range of the
existing products; no real innovations (except
Danao) were done. As a consequence, fruit juice
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products are not fully meeting the consumers'
needs.

5.

Danap recorded incredible results when it

,

entered the French market. This launch impacted

the market,by gimng.excitement to the
consumers. ,

6.

.

There are many unmet needs that could be
fulfilled, These unmet needs- were. classified ;

earlier according to the type of consumers:
rushed consumers who need a specific kind of ^

, .

packaging, the healthy-cbnscious .consumers Who;,

are looking for fruit juices : with added ;: . . ..
nutrients, the non-prepared';consumers .who will; .

.; benefit froit frozen fruit juices,.. and thev.ethn
consume.rs who; are looking; for. exotic tastes. .
7.; V Prices o;f products , are almdst:. the same between

./ the main; competitors/except for ipw-p.riced , . .
brands. apd'.su

8.

brands.

,;.

The. soPiLl.;ahd/d.emographical changes will . pus.b
.;producets 'to . adapt tbeir packaging.; in; fact,
./

family sizes are decreasing, a,s a .pes.ult,
smaller, packaging will be needed (Ined,.. 1999)-.
Furthermore, the rushed consumers mentioned in
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the unmet needs part are also looking for
individual or small packaging.
9.

The merchandising, does not seem to suit the
market. In fact, consumers are confused about

the way products are located on shelves, and
their denominations (Bendaoud, 2001).

Implication to Marketing
Strategies.
The Opportunities
The introduction of Danao showed the competitors that

if an impact was realized and well.-targeted, new products

could get market share. Consumers guickly responded and it
seems that they are just waiting for innovations that will
meet their needs. Many unmet needs can be fulfilled.

Producers have many opportunities to seize because the
face of the consumers is changing and it creates

opportunities for producers. The segment is not dying but
some changes are needed to revitalize it. Product
diversification could be done. Producers should find Qther

ways to sell their fruit juices and therefore push
consumers to consume in new ways. A good example would be
to associate a fruit juice brand with an alcoholic brand
and then create a new product, which will be a new way to

consume fruit juices in alcohol mixes.
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The Threats

The main threat is that the segment can stagnate and

companies will then be in a cannibalization mode. If no
introductions are made, the segment will not grow anymore.
The Trends

It is obvious that the ethnic foods are becoming very

popular in the food industry. However, few companies are
following this trend. Joker launched a litchi fruit juice.

Many other possibilities could be studied especially with
the Asian drinks.

The healthy foods called "cosmetofoods" are also

needed, not only because it is trendy but also because the

population needs healthy foods to balance their
deficiencies. ,
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;

\ GHAPTER.:FOUR

' REGGMMENDATIONS

.,

Introduction

Ghapter Four is a presentation of the reconuriendations

concerning the fruit juice segment at a managerialtpdint
of view.

Recommendations

The recommendations resulting from the project are as
follow:

/

;

Hypermarkets and Supermarkets

The subsection, called performance of distributors,
in Ghapter Three, shows that hypermarkets distribute more:;

fruit juices in terms of volume and value than .
supermarkets. However, supermarkets charge higher prices
than hypermarkets because the: fruit juice . sales..in terms
of value, is higher than in terms of volume. FurthermO-re, ,

it is a well-known fact that' hypermarkets offer more ;

.

choices than supermarkets, which is primarily due to their
sizes. If supermarkets want more sales than hypermarkets

they should lower their prices or maybe provide special
offers, and also offer a wider range of products and/or
brands to attract consumers and push sales.
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Distribution Channels

Table.A1 and A2 from Appendix A, shows that the main
distribution channels are Leclerc, Carrefour, Auchan,

Geant, Casino, Cora, Hyper U, Prisunic, Atac, Monoprix, ,
Leclerc, and maybe Shopi. In fact, any range of products
should be found in these distribution channels. They are
the ones best represented in France, in terms of numbers

of stores and of average surface. All competitors should
have their range of products available at these stores in
order to reach a large number of consumers. Also, fruit

juices could be more distributed in snack machines,
because it would reach students and people at work.
How Can Companies Increase Their Market Share

We are now looking for new ways for companies to grow
in this market.

1

It is unlikely that companies could increase.

their market share with their existing products.
Also, increasing the product usage seems like a

very difficult task since most French people
already consume fruit juices (LSA, 2001b). There

is no sign of seasonality, which basically means
that there are few chances to increase the

market size by increasing the current consumers

consumption.
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The distribution channels and the,

competitors must make efforts to clearly
organize the shelves, make them more
attractive and put the products in a
clearer manner. Also,, the fact that the

shelves appear to consumers as a wall
reveals that most packagings use the same
set of colors and shapes (Bendaoud, 2001),

A different packaging using different

colors and shapes will pop out of this
wall, and capture consumers' attentions and
thus increase their market share. Also, it
would be wise to combine this idea with the

strategic issue dealing with smaller

packaging. In fact, using smaller packaging
would allow more products to be placed on
shelves, which will increase the number of

products displayed.

As seen in Chapter Three, most French
people consume fruit juices on a regular
basis. However, fruit juices are not bought,
every time consumers go to the store (see
Appendix C, Table 02). In order to increase

this purchasing rate, more advertising
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^ should be used. ,Increasing advertisirig '

budgets 'will

which is used,

in low-involvement products/like fruit
juices. Appendix D, Table'D8 shows that

only 63.3 millions French Francs were spent

, ;on all fruit juices advertising., Budgets ,
. /.Gould be, increased in order to .attract.

.

consumers' attention in the aim of

increasing market share.

However, developing the existing range of

products seems to be a feasible idea taking into
account the unmet needs studied earlier.

Features can be added to products while

responding to new trends.

•

. The first.idea concerns the packaging.
Maybe producers can think about an

ergonomic packaging that could be hung in

/ . ' . the car,: such as offering a plastic piece
to hang the drink between the window and
the door, so that consumers could drink

while driving. Also, ergonomic bottle to
: better handle the fruit juices could be

done with a cap so that juice could be open
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and reopen : again. TKe ixiea: is, to satisfy i consumers at work.

Also, it is obvious that consumers are

looking for fruit; juices with,added .
. nutrients. Producers , should provide.r fruit

juices with added diemen.ts, such as calcium.
: .Thi§ would probably attract .consumers who. .
do not like milk or diary products, since
they would find their daily dose of calcium

; , in fruit juices. Products specially
targeted towards the aging population
should be launch like the milk range of
products.
In order to overcome the fact that the

market is facing its upcoming maturity,
producers have the opportunity to reach
existing and new consumers with new

'products such as new taste or new product
features and should introduce new products

and develop the Danao idea. Competitors
should absolutely follow the incredible
increase of 30% in 2000/2001 in market

; shares of fresh fruit made by Danao juices
(Rayon Boissons,.2001d). This kind of .
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smoothie should be developed by other
brands and be Introduced In 25cl pack since
snacklng Is the trend for the beginning of

this millennium (Agoranews, 2000). Maybe a
mix of fruit juice and soymllk will attract

the consumers looking for milk replacement
for breakfast.

3

A diversification of the existing products to
new market could be a way to enlarge sales. The

Asian foods offer a diversity of fruits juices
that could meet the new demand. Consumers are

looking for exotic products. We saw earlier that
the launch of Danao revitalized the market with

Its excitement and Its new taste. Asian products
could probably create a similar Impact.
Promoting New Products

Concerning any new possible launches, giving away
free samples of these new products will allow consumers to
taste them. A wise launch should be done during the summer
months In French places with many tourists. In fact,
French people on holidays will give more time to try new

products than trying them In supermarkets, as they will
not be rushed. Therefore, launches will be more effective
If done In these summer months.
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Test Market the Products

However, no companies should launch any products

without doing a test market. The new Asian products, the
fruit juices with added nutrients must be tested before

being launched. One of the three largest cities such as
Paris, Marseilles or Lyon should be tested. These cities

appear to be tactical choices are they are cosmopolitan
cities with diverse age populations. In fact, their

inhabitants are more likely to try new products than
inhabitants of smaller cities.

Pricing

Based on the study made by Helene Sapin, it seems

that basic fruit juices such as orange juice should be

priced between 7 and 9 francs. Fruit juices with added
nutrients should be sold at a higher price since they
offer features that the basic fruit juices do not. A

reasonable range of price for fruit juices with added
nutrients would be between 10 and 13 francs. Concerning

any ethnic products or products that are supposed to
impact the market like Danao, a price superior to 12
francs would be wise because Danao is sold at around 12.5

francs. Charging a premium price will show consumers the
difference between,basic fruit juices and these products.
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New Entrants

Even though this project is mainly addressed to

marketing executives of companies that already operate in
the market, here is a major recommendation for new

entrants. It is important that any new brands introduce a

wide range of products including the most sold flavors and
mixes of fruits, with a different kind of packaging in
order to be recognized by consumers among the wall
mentioned before, and to offer a large variety which will
allow consumers to stick with the same brand.

Summary

It is true that the fruit juice market is facing its

maturity but innovation can revitalize it. The example of
Danao excellent performance is a hope for competitors in
this sector. Furthermore, the new trends for 2001 should

encourage producers to produce small-sized fruit juices
and exotic juices meaning new tastes to surprise the
consumer arid also incite them to try. impacts must be done

by products innovations and great marketing strategies.
The market is not dead; it just needs to be shaken by
product innovations.
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In conclusion, this report reviewed the fruit juices
market in France, its product segmentation, its historical
overview, its situation analysis, its strategic issues and

finally the recommendations, which ideally executives in
the fruit juice industry would find useful. For the
author, this report represents an excellent opportunity to
study and make recommendations on an industry of immense,
interest.
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APPENDIX

A

HYPERMARKETS AND SUPERMARKETS
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Table Al The hypermarkets and supermarkets surface
Hypermarket Name

: 40B

Leclerc

Carrefour
Auchan
Geant

Cora

In m7

\'

4400

216

8400

.124

8800

110- ' .

6700

.57'

8750

Hyper U

37.

Rond point

6; •

Supermarkets

Average Surface

I Number of
hypermarkets

..[ 7

. 7.-

..: • : . :. Vv:;'.

Super U

In m^

1520 . , 7 7 7;^ .[

.1660

1420 .

1047

,

574

1550 ;

,

402

Casino ,

. 332

Atac

3600

Average Surface

Number Of

Champion

1135

1300

,

Monoprix

■212i./vl.:::;

1735

Match

147. :

1410

Leclerc

100

Prisunic

49 7

Maxicop

38 :.

Small

Number

Supermarkets

.

77 7

'

1700 V
1360

/;■

1240

supermarkets

.

. .

Average Surface

of

: 7

In m^^

Shopi

600

500

Franprix

458

500

Ecomarche ,

324

550

Marche U

18 8

720 ,

Rayon Boissons

; 7

7430

supermarketsIntermarche

7

[2001) . Enseignes et magasins:les forces

en presence.
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Table A2 Turnover of the main 'Supermarkets/ hypermarkets
In billions of French francs

2000

-1999:

Forecasts'

Carrefour

425

Intermarche,

215

Leclerc

160

Auchan ,

152 :

345

•■ 215, ., ;

,

.

132
14 4.5

'■

\—1

: .124'. 6 ,

Casino

Systeme U

;

, 51 ■

Lidl \

■

-v 102.5
\—1

66/1 :

Cora

Monoprix

-

;

60 . 7 :

.. .

4 9.9

22 v:
12

Rayon Boissons / (2001) . Chif fre d' af fJ aires: le classement
de s . entreprises.
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Table Bl shows the main players and their percentage of
market share of the fruit juices market. Joker, Cidou, .

Tropicana and Pampryl are therefore shown with their
respective market shares.
Table Bl The Main Players in the Fruit Juices Segment
Percentage of market share

Brand

Joker

11%

Cidou

4%

Rea

7%

Tropicana

4%

Pampryl

3%

(Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 1998'
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The table B2 shows the fruit juice consumption from
1990 to 2000 in terms of value and volume and their

evolution through the year in percentage for value and
volume.

Table B2 Evolution of Fruit Juice Consumption from 1990 to
2000.

Year

Evolution

Value

Evolution

Volume

In

In

Basis of

In

millions

percentage
MC

100 in

percentage

1990

of French
francs

N/A

100

417

21

117

932

11.6

125.3

6.4

5 233

6.1

134.2

7.1

1994

5 426

3.7

141.8

5.7

1995

6 101

12.4

159.9

1996

6 290

3.1

163.3

2.1

1997

6 554

4.2

170.0

4.1
tM)

1998

6 726

2.6

174.3

CO
2.500

1999

7 010

181.3

4.0

2000

7 239

186.7

3.0

1990

3 651

1991

4

1992

4

1993

3.3

(Secteur 700 Senand, 20011

7.2

N/A

The table B3 shows the increase in consumption of

fruit juices, by: households from 1990 to 2001 in terms of

percentage and also on the basis of one hundred in 1990.
Table B3 Increase in the Consumption of Fruits Juices by
Households 1990/2000

:Increase in percentage

,i

1990

.

1991

, 1992

./

N/A
.

Basis of 100 in 1990

6.4

■■

■

00
7.1

1993

141.8

, 15#.;9''v:^■■ ■:':}i'V,, : ■

1995

1996

■■ : .

1997
1998

; 125.3
143.2

,]
C\
t—1

1994

y.';:;. :

117.8

17.8

'

V :■ : ■ 100

■

2.1

' . . 'i.' .'" 163.3

4.1

170.0

2.5

1999

4.0

2000

■ 3.0

2001

3.3

^.174..3■-V^-

■ ■;

:;-i

, 181.3

.. tr

186.7

192.9

(Secteur 700 Senand, 2001)
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,

y .

The table B4 shows the repartition of sales by the kind of

juices in 1995. In fact, nectars, fruit juices made from
concentrate and pure juices are represented as a
percentage of total sales.
Table B4 Repartition of Sales by Variety in 1995

Variety

Percentage of total sales

Nectars

26%

Fruit juices from

47%.

concentrate

Pure

27&

Juice

(Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 1998'
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,

.The table B5 shows the repartition bf the:Stuitl,juice

sales in thousands of hectpliters from 1990 .;to,. 2000, by
type of flavors. Orange, apple and grape juices sales are

given from 1990 to ,2000 with their respective . evolution.

Table B5 Repartition of the Fruit Juice Sales in 'Thousands
of.Hectoliters by Type of Flavors.
Sales .

Evolut

Sales

Evolut

Sales

Evolut

: :of.

ion In

of

ion In

of

ion In

percen

. Apple.

percen

Grape

Orange

tage

Juice,
in.

tage

.

. in

in

^Of;. ; ''
: volume

of

of;.

volume

tage

terms

terms

terms

percen

.

volume

1990-

1945

N/A

548

N/A

1991

2585

32.9

601

9.7

1992. . .. 2912

12.6

508

-15.5

414

72.0

1.1

548

7.9

389

.:-6.0 1

603

10.0

430

10.5

449

4.4

1993

,

2943

;

:

391

N/A

;

406

3.8 /;

19141

3081

1995 ,1

3553

15.3

707

17.2

1996

3687

3.8

715

1.1

1997

3882

5.3

782

9.4 ,

493

5.6

3887 ,

0.1

782

0.0

486

; .-iv4:-;,:,

1999; .

3984

2.5

805

3.0

476

2000

4104

, 3.0

855

, 6.2

465

1998

:.

: 4.7 . .

.

(Secteur 700 Senand, 2001)
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.

467

.

4.0

-2.0 •

/•■i-2::..3".'7

,
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Table C1 shows the presence if ethnic products byorigin.

Table C1. The ethnic products in the French households

Origin

Percentage in terms of
presence

Chinese

48

.

Arabic
Vietnamese

.

Exotic

39
29
25.

Greek

20

Mexican

19

Indian

16

Japanese

11

Lebanese

7

Cuban

4

Cajun

2

Rayon Boissons

(2001). Le marche de I'ethnique en

chiffres.
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;

Table C2 reveals the major reasons in terms of motivation
for purchasing.
Table C2 The major motivation for purchasing
Reasons

Repartition in percentage

For the taste

48

To change habits

28

To discover new flavors

18

Rayon Boissons. (2001). Le marche de 1'ethnique en
chiffres.

Table C 3 Frequency of purchase of ethnic products
Frequency

Repartition in percentage

On a regular basis

55

From time to time

25

Not regularly

15

Rayon Boissons. (2001). Le marche de 1'ethnique en
chiffres.
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pi Employee^ from the fruit juice segment
Almost fifty percent of the employees working for the ,
fruit juice segment are working in the five following
regions:

,

. ' .l:-,"'- , .

:
:

^

't.

Bretagne

Bretagne has 9.1 percent of employees from the
fruit juice segment. In 1998, 3 companies were
based in Bretagne with 213 employees.

,

,

>

Rhone-Alpes

-1

Rhone-Alpes has 9.1 percent of employees from

the fruit juice segment. In 1998, 4 companies
were based in Rhone-Alpes with 213 employees.
>

Basse Normandie

Basse Normandie has 9.2 percent of employees
from the fruit juice segment. In 1998, 3

companies were based in Basse Normandie with 215
employees.
>

Alsace

More than 14 percent of employees are located in

the Alsace Region. Cidou is located there. In

:

1998, 2 companies were based in Alsace with 338

80

>

Bourgogne
Bourgogne is the region with the higher number

that is 26.6% of employees from the fruit juice
segment. Joker and Sunnyland are located there.

In 1998, 4 companies were based in Bourgogne
with 623 employees (Secteur 700 Senand 2001).

Table D2 shows the turnover in millions of French Francs,

number of companies and; employees for companies of more
than 25 employees and with a turnover superior to 35.

.

millions of French francs in 1997 'and in 1.999.

Table D2 Companies of More than 25' Employees and with a

Turnover Superior to;35 millions of French francs
Year

/

Turnovef in

..Number of .

million of

companies

\

Approximate
number of

employees

French.Francs

1997

6059

18

2540

1998,

6.254

17

2580

1999

6701

.

(Secteur 700 Senand, 2001)

82

15

.

2450 .

.

Table D3 shows the number of companies, their approximate
number of employees, their turnover in millions French
francs and their percentage on the total by group of

company size (from 20 to 49 employees, 50 to 99 employees,
100 to 249 employees, 250 to 499 employees and more than
500 employees).

Table D3 Companies by size and turnover in 1998.
Size

Number of

Approximate

Turnover

Percentage

companies

number of

In

of the

millions

total

Employees

of French
francs

20 to 49

504.8

8.1

930

2298.9

36.7

1

331

3450.5

55.2

1

929

5

160

2

186

6

employees
50 to 99

employees
100 to
249

employees
250 to

499

employees
More than
500

employees
(Secteur 700, Senand 2001)

Table D4 shows the market share in terms of volume for the

years 1999 and 2000 concerning the main fruit juice
competitors. Tropicana, Andros, Frui'vita, supermarket
brands. Minute Maid, Danao, Joker, and the other brands

are therefore compared upon their market shares in 1999
and 2000.

Table D4 The main competitors in France concerning the
fresh fruit juice.
Market Share 1999

Brands

in terms of
volume

Market Share 2000
in terms of
volume

Tropicana

23.9 %

26.7 %

Andros

18.1 %

18.1 %

Frui'vita

16.3 %

12.6 %

Supermarkets

14.%

13.4 %

Minute Maid

11.9%

10.0 %

Danao

8.9%

12.8%

Joker

1.6%

N/A

Other brands

5.3%

6.4%

Total

100 %

100 %

Brands

(Secteur 700 Senand, 2001)

Table D5 gives an idea of the fruit juice competitors'
financial position by revealing their 1999 turnover
(unless another year is cited)
Table D5 The main companies in the fruit juice segment
Company

Turnover in 1999 in millions
French francs.

GSR Pampryl

, 1583'.9

Tropicana France

1307.5

Joker

830.3

Antartic

663.8

turnover given for 1997
Les vergers d'Alsace - Rea

661.6

Granini

Sunnyland France

391.3

Cidou

328.4

turnover given for 1998
GOLF

214.8

turnover given for 1996
Fruite

194.3

Unisource

75.9

Francaise Organ Gommerciale

61.5

Ego Fruits

33.4

turnover given for 1998
Etablissements Gamier

24.7

turnover given for 1997.
Bhariev Industries

22.6

turnover given for 1998
Secopra

21.6

Languedocienne des Vins et
Spirititueux Jus de Fruits

19.7

Gote D'Azur

17.4

turnover given for 1998
Les Pommiaux

13.3

turnover given for 1998
Vert.de Vie

7.6

turnover given for 1998
Ghabiaisienne de Distribution

4.9 ,

turnover given for 1998
Perifruit

4.8

Secteur 700 Senand 2001.
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The table D5 shows the evaluation from 1994 to 1999 of the

main competitors in terms of turnover. Competitor list is,
classified by alphabetical order.
Table D6 Turnover in Thousands of French francs of the

Main Companies of the Fruit Segment from 1994 to 1999
Company

1994 .

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

Antartic

620533

640326

N/A

663813

N/A

N/A

Bharley

12627

N/A

N/A

N/A

22649

N/A

N/A,

431

873

1868

2052

2538

CCLF

189451 .

201887 .

214867

N/A

N/A

N/A

Chateau de Clau

N/A .

2024

2908

2488

2344

N/A

Cidou

331933

321790

307864

310686

328451

N/A

Industries
Bissardon Jus de
Fruits

Cote

N/A

D'Azur

CSR Pampryl

17587

1492697

1486477 , 1461791

144734

1583

934

Denel .

N/A

N/A

N/A

31982

N/A

N/A

Ego-Fruits

13488

11770

18510

24753

33447

N/A

ETS Gamier

N/A

32594

32819

24753

N/A

N/A

Expert

N/A

N/A

1365

1744

2009

N/A

Ferme de la

1735

2373

2498

2863

2751

2752

N/A

49425

N/A

N/A

53035

Metairie

Francaise Organ

6153

commerciale

Fruite

9

N/A

N/A

N/A

72053

162037. 1943
93

Joker

550889

645778

733879

772104

799758

8303
19

La Source, du

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1255

N/A

N/A

763118

690 185

597126

.

20:07

Verger

Les Vergers

6615.
91

d'Alsace
2436

4714

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Perifruit

N/A

N/A

1482

4398

4808

4838

Sautter Pom'Or

7871

8553

8971

7984

8202

9288

Secopra

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Meuse Jus de
Pommes

:

2163
5

Sojufel Provence

7392

8365

8663

86

8675

8895

, 1001

Company

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

Production
Ste

1999
7

N/A

4698

4201

4562

4969

18234

28128

27564

20591

21446

6145'

Chablaisienne de
Distribution
Ste

Languedociene

1973
5

des Vins et

Spiritueux Jus
de Fruits
Ste les Pommiaux

10944

12532

17645

14081

13330

1702
12

Ste Verniers

Sunnyland France

118348
.171 749

132964
182000 .

' N/A
229355

N/A

N/A

241935 .

289587

N/A
3913
69

Tropicana France

499380

N/A

N/A

N/A

567275

1307
571

Unisource

N/A

41932

73260

72832

77373

7579
9

Vert de vie

,5456

8625

8860

Secteur 700 Senand 2001.
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6905

7660

N/A

Table D7 shows the evolution from 1990 to 2000 of the

average fruit juice price on a 100 basis in 1990 and its
evolution.

Table D7 Price of fruit / vegetables juices on an index of
00
o

100 in 1990 Secteur 700 Senand 2001.
1

Year

Price

Evolution

On 100 index

In percentage

basis

1990

100

N/a

1991

102.7

2.7

1992

107.8

5.0

1993

106.8

-0.9

1994

104.8

-1.9

1995

104.5

1996

105.5

1.0

1997

105.6

0.1

1998

105.7

0.1

1999

105.9

0.2

2000

106.2

0.3

Secteur 700 Senand 2001.

The table D8 gives the advertising costs spent by the main
competitors in 200 and their evolution. Subtotals, of cost

of advertising are given for ambient fruit juices and
fresh fruit juices.
Table D8 Media adverstising costs in 2000 Rayon Boissons.
(2001). Informarches: Ambiant: des investissements medias
en

hausse

Costs in millions

Evolution 1999/2000

French francs

in percentage

63.3

+15.7

Minute Maid

18.3

+100

Rea

17.5

+ 240

Pampryi

10.9

N/A

Joker

4.8

-52.3

Cidou

3.3

N/A

Teisseire

2.7

N/A

Total fresh

99.2

-8.5

Danao

33.7

+55.7

Andros

17.5

+40.6

Tropicana

19.8

-57.3

Minute Maid

7.4

-62.

Frui' Vita

2.1

N/A

Total ambient

fruit juices

fruit juices

89
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Table El shows the part of the fruit juice segment with

the BRSA segment in terms of consumption in billions

French francs, in terms of sales (million of hectoliters
in 2000), number of companies in 1999, number of employees
in 2000.

Table El Brief Comparison of the Fruit Juices Segment to
BRSA Segment

Consumption in

Fruit juice segment

BRSA

7.2

10.8

6.7

18.9

15

24

2455

4602

Billions of
French francs

in 2000

Sales (million
of hectoliters)
in 2000
Number of

companies in
1999
Number of

employees in
2000

(Secteur 700 Senand, 2001)
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Table E2 reveals the importance of the^ fruit juices,
segment within the BRSA segment by showing the .niarket
share In percentage and the. eyo.l.ution of the soft-drinks .
segment, concentrate segment, ambient.fruit;, juice segment,
vegetable _jui.ee segment, fresh; drinks segment, syrups
segment, and the total of these, segment in January 2001 .
00

Table E2 .Fruit JuiCe Segment.Comparison with Segments
o

1

within the BRSA Segment in January 2001
Market share

In terms of

volume

Evolution

2000/20.01

In percentage

Soft drinks

62/

,4.2 . .

Concentrate

0..4

-3.3 .

Ambient fruit

00
29.3
GO

-1.4

juice

Vegetable juice

.

0.4

Fresh drinks

4.1.

Syrups

3.8

7.5

;...

-2-1

2.7 billions

Total

.

2.1

.

.French.francs

.In terms of French francs

Soft drinks
Concentrate,

7.5
.

:Ambient fruit
juice ,

1.6

■3.-5' '"'

.

1.4

31.6

Vegetable juice. ; ■ ■0.,5'

.-2.6

■

Fresh drinks

8'. 9

Sirups

8.7

-0.8

16.7 billion

5-3

Total

..

;

^

9.5

French francs

Rayon Boissons, 2001. Infomarches: BRSA barometres
AcNielsen/Rayon Boissons bilan BRSA..
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The table E3 shows the weight of the fruit juice segment

in the BRSA segment in August 2000. Syrups, ambient fruit
juices, non-sparkling beverages, sparkling beverages and
other beverage are shown as a percentage of BRSA sales.

Table E3 Comparison Fruit juice Segment and Other Segment
of BRSA in August 2000
Percentage of the BRSA

Segment

In terms of sales

Syrups

10 %

Ambient fruits juices

31 %,

Non sparkling beverages

8 %

Sparkling beverages

41 %

Other beverages

10 %

Rayon Boissons. (2001). Infomarches: BRSA OA total
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Table E4 shows the trends of sales in terms of packaging

in the fruit juice. The different type of packaging (1liter pack, 2-liter pack, glass bottle, plastics and
others including cans) are given in terms of percentage of
the fruit juice production (in volume and their
evolution),

.

Table E4 The packaging in the Fruit Juice Segment
Market share

Evolution

In percentage

In percentage

of the production
in terms of
volume
\—1

1-liter pack

,

o

0.6

2-liter pack
00

Glass bottle

2.5.4

5.7

Plastics

7.0.

23

Others including

9.7

N/A :

cans

(Secteur 700 Senahd, 2001)

GO
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Table E5 shows the wholesale distribution of Fruit juice

in France. As a result, hypermarkets and supermarkets are

shown as a percentage of the wholesale fruit juice sales
in volume and value.

Table E5 Distribution Channels of Ambient Fruits Juices in

France in 2001: Supermarkets versus Hypermarkets.

In terms of

Hypermarkets

Supermarkets

55.9%

44.1%

53.6%

46.4%

volume

In terms of
value

Rayon Boissons. (2001). Infomarches: Total jus de fruits;
repartition par circuits; Repartition par nature des jus.
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Table E6 reveals the performance level of some of the

fruit juice/ distributors in France. ieclerc,. Intermar.che,
Carrefour, Systeme U,. CKampion:,

Geant Casino,

t. /

Auchan, and the hard discount are classified in two

groups: the .well performing distributors and tfie
distributors,': which can seize bpporturiities;
Table E6 Performance Of the: F;i;uit.... Juice iDistri

2000'.',

f
Well performing

.

Opportunities ''

..Leclerc
Intermarche
Carrefour

, Systeme U

Champion
.

X

; X v .; .

.

.: i,:-

X
X

Cora

X

Geant Casino
Auchan<

X

Hard discount

(LSA Les marchds du petit dejeuner, 200G)

9.6

'

The table E7shows the repartition of the ambient fruit

juice sales by distributors (without CHR). Market shares
in terms of French francs for GarrefoUr, Leclerc,

Intermarche, Auchan, Systeme U, Geant"Casino (Hypermarkets
only). Champion, Cora, Casino (supermarkets onTy), and

;

Primo.

Table E7 Repartition of Ambient Fruit Juices Sales, by

,

Distributors (without CHR)
Market shares in terms, of .

Distributors

French francs
.

Carrefour

Leclerc

19.4

'

.

.17.7 '

12;.5.. ,

Intermarche
Auchan

11

:

Systeme U

8-.7
5.3

Geant Casino

(Hypermarkets only)
Champion

4.7 ,, ,

: 2.1

Cora

1.7

Casino

(Supermarkets only)
Primo

.

LSA Les boissons desalterantes au sein des produits de

grande consommation 2000

97

Table E8 shows the part of nectars, fruit juices made from
concentrate and pure juices within the fruit segment as a

percentage in 1995 and in 2001. It is basically a
comparison of these segments between 1995 and 2001.
Table E8 Repartition of Sales by Variety in 2001 versus
1995 Repartition of sales
Variety

Percentage of

Percentage of total

total sales

sales

In 2001

In 1995

Nectars

30.8%

26%

Fruit juices from

37.5%

47%

31.5%

27%

concentrate ABC

Pure

Juice

(Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 1998)
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Table E9 gives a comparison between the 1995 sales and the
2000 sales by variety. Orange, apple and grape juices'
sales in thousands of hectoliters are given for 1995 and
2000.

Table E9 Repartition of sales in thousands of hectoliters

by flavor in 2000 versus 1990

Flavor
Year

Orange

Apple

Grape

1990

1945

548

391

2000

4104

855

465

(Secteur 700 Senand, 2001)
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The table Fl shows a repartition of the population by

activities and by group of ages.
Table Fl Repartition of the population
Age

Employed

Unemployed

;Military

Retired

15 to 19

15549

3692

5

0

20 to 24

351113

68156

3882

0

25 to 29

1434759

184754

2271

0

30 to 49

8064259

793834

0

23706

50 to 59

2926218

327551

0

344583

60 to 74

295617

24892

0

4224040

21859

0

0

2640939

1402879

6158

7233268

Over 75

13109374

Age

Not active

Total

Retired

Student

15 to 19

0

65220

2233

86699

20 to 24

0

392563

20663

836377

25 to 29

0

89785

39385

1750954

30 to 49

23706

16367

292285

9190451

50 to 59

344583

0

321072

3919424

60,to 74

4224040

0

371002

4915551

Over 75

2640939

0

447907

3110705

7233268

563935

1494547

23810161

INSEE. (1999). Menages selon 1'age et le type c'activite

de la personne de reference.
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